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WORKING TOWARDS CH.A..~GE: Muhammad 'fons
(middle), founder of Grameen Bank and the eoncept
microcrcclit," spoke last Thursday morning about btS g
to hep eradie-.ite pmert\ by 2025. "Then we can have
v rt mu cum, '\:unus said, ~Just hJCe we have a
n saur museum· :se,eral REcis studrnts along with F.r.
1 e ae Sh ran, S I. 1\Iayor Hickenlooper, and
emor Ritte1 were ,1m ng the ;.,OO in attendance.
Photo by Maricor Coquia

Noble peace prizewinner envisions a world without poverty
While working with farmers on not important. What is important is accustomed to it."
Yunus has also helped fund scholartheir fields to observing the plights of that once it worked, all we had to do
on
repeating
it.
Just
a
tiny
ship
programs and "social businesses"
was
keep
female stool makers and basket
loan
was
the
wonder
to
everything."
through
Grameen Bank, some that
In 1972, Muhammad Yunus, then weavers, Yunus, in trying to "see from
Today,
Grameen
Bank
has
over
include
providing
solar heating sysonly 32 years old, returned home to the eyes of the poor," took a chance,
seven
million
borrowers,
and
continterns
to
many
Bangladeshis
once withBangladesh, only to soon be disap- crafting the concept of "microcredit,"
to
grow,
gradually
lifting
individuout
hot
water,
and
nutritious
y9gurt, in
ues
pointed by what he saw. Thousands of small loans based on trust between
als
out
of
the
grips
of
poverty.
collaboration
with
food
company
and
borrower.
For
him,
credit
is
lender
poor people, mainly women, were cona
fundamental
human
right.
strained by poverty. Yunus, a Fulbright
Yunus, in trying to "see from the eyes of the poor,"
"It's so simple," said Yunus last
scholar who studied economics at
Vanderbilt University, felt something Thursday morning, March 13. "No col- took a chance, crafting the concept of "microcredit,"
lateral, no guarantees, no lawyers." small loans based on trust between lender and borneeded to be done.
"Something was wrong. Why did my Yunus was the feature speaker at the
university courses not reflect the reali- "Social Business and Microeconomic rower. For him, credit is a fundamental human right.
ty of Sufiya's life?" he asked, consider- Opportunities for Youth" conference,
"It just makes sense," Yunus smiled. Danone (parent company of Dannon)
ing one woman's life in his autobiogra- where over 500 people gathered at the
The
concept of microcredit is now to malnourished children. Yunus has
Four
Points
Sheraton
Hotel
to
hear
of
phy. "It seemed to me that the existing
also helped individuals start and maineconomic system made it absolutely his vision to "eradicate poverty by established not only in Bangladesh, tain their own businesses, starting
but around the world.
certain that Sufiya's income would be 2025."
with a loan as little as $150, the bank's
But Yunus did not stop there.
·
"Microcredit"
soon
became
one
of
kept perpetually at such a low level
"I think what happens to us, to our average loan sum.
the most successful loan programs in
that she could never save a penny."
"You give them the space to grow,"
human
mind," said Governor Bill
Yet, Yunus refused the urge to give the world. Grameen Bank, founded in
said
Yunus, "and it can make a differof
social
injustice,
"is
that
we
get
Ritter
the money out of charity. That would- 1976, has a 97% payback rate.
ence."
to
it.
It's
shattering
to
us
for
used
"It started with 27 dollars for 42
n't change the system, he believed. He
See Yunus on page 3
people," he said. "But the amount is maybe a few days. But Yunus never got
struggled to come up with an idea.

Maricor Coquia
Editor-in-Chief
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Staudenmaier details the "Geography of Prayer"
members of the broader community.
Dr. Tom Reynolds, vice president for
mission and ministry, introduced Fr.
For Fr. John Staudenmaier, S.J., Staudenmaier as "a good friend of
prayer began with the question: Regis University" who had visited,
''Where and when am I in my life right given lectures, and led retreats many
now?" Last Thursday, March 14, at times over the years. He told the audi7:00
p.m.
in
the
Chapel, ence of Staudexµnaier's position at felStaudenmeier, of the University of low Jesuit school, University of
Detroit-Mercy,
spoke on "The Detroit-Mercy and of work at Regis
Ignatian Geography of Prayer." University as a trustee.
Staudenmaier opened by telling the
Around 60 people, mostly community
audience
about his recent hip replacemembers, attended.
Betty Dean, a resident of the Capitol ment surgery and how his doctor had
Hill neighborhood, was one of the first demanded that he not stand for two
to arrive. "I had seen the speech adver- hours during this speech. While he
tised in the bulletins at the Cathedral used a cane and had a chair set up for
downtown," Dean recalled. "The title is him, he generally ignored his doctor's
what interested me. It seemed a good advice and stood while speaking.
Staudenmaier began by describing
topic for Lent." The lecture also
attracted a small gathering of students. the Spiritual Exercises of Ignatius
Gus Maxwell, a freshmen and possible Loyola, the founder of the Society of
political science/history major, was Jesus, in which "one person helps
another to find their way."
intrigued by the topic.
The Catholic Speakers Series, of Staudenmaier identified this 'mysfical'
which Thursday night's lecture was a approach to prayer, meaning prayer in
part, is a sequence of guest speakers which you allow your emotions to
from across the country. Each speaker guide you and to highlight what is
has a unique tqpic and message, important, as the ''heart of being a
explained Sr. Peg Maloney, that focus- Jesuit."
Staudenmaier delivered his lesson
es on continuing faith formation in
light of the critical issues that affect on prayer in three parts. Beginning
both our Catholic community and the with the geographical question "Where
wider world, both for students and and when am I in my life right now?"
Staudenmaier showed that it can lead
you in prayer and enable you to discover deeper significance. To illustrate,
Staudenmaier analyzed where and

Brandon L. Blessing
Staff Reporter

// did you
get the
memo?
>>
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>>>>

least not in the normal view of success," Staudenmaier said. It can sometimes lead you to "things that have
hurt you or things that make you
deeply angry." He shared the story of a
young female student he had met at a
retreat who came prepared to prayer
about her life and upcoming graduation, marriage, and job search.
Instead, he recalled, she found her
prayers led her to come to terms with
her father's death which had occurred
years earlier. She couldn't understand
why her prayers led her to mourn her
father and was tom apart by grief. The
young woman came to Staudenmaier
for guidance and he recognized that
her prayers led her to this place, far
from where she expected them to,
because it was something emotionally
and spiritually important for her to
deal with.
This example illustrated the ability
for prayer to surprise us and for the
need to pay attention to where it leads
us. It also illustratedthe third aspect of
prayer for Staudenmaier; the need to
pay attention to what Ignatius called,
"consolations and desolations."
Consolations are, Staudenmaier
explains, "moments in prayer that
bring peace, certainty, or tranquility"
while desolations are those "that bring
restlessness, panic, boredom, or cynicism." For the young woman in
Staudenmaier's story, prayer brought
powerful desolations that highlighted
an important spiritual issue in her life.
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Staudenmaier illustrated the way that starting
prayer from a geographically concrete point and
continuing from there can help to lead you to what
is important in your life.
The same is true for Staudenmaier,
when he was Thursday night. He began
by recognizing Denver as a place that who shared a personal story of desolawas neither home nor a strange city. tion in his past. After becoming a
He had worked and visited many Jesuit, Staudenmaier was assigned to
times, and felt comfortable being here. teach at the Pine Ridge Reservation, an
Staudenmaier continued by taking Oglala Sioux Native American reservaone step back and recognizing that he tion in South Dakota. It was, for
was in the United States. For Staudenmaier, "a shocking experiStaudenmaier this realization became ence" in which he realized "what brutal
a shift from the 'where' to the 'when.' poverty and despair are about." It
The United States is in its "fifth year of overwhelmed Staudenmaier, and led
a war in Iraq" and is a country "caught to a six month long depression in
in debate and disagreements, not only which he "lost hope" for his own culover the war," noted Staudenmaier, ture which he recognized as being vio"but over immigration, abortion, tor- lent and domineering.
It was during this time of great desture, global warming, and the upcoming election" among other issues. olation that Staudenmaier realized
Staudenmaier saw himself as a mem- that he was called to live in the United
ber of a country full of dueling, con- States for a reason. He was ''being
flicting positions, aptly described as "a invited by Jesus to fall in love with the
world, not only as a private citizen but
country that is in a cranky mood."
Through this example, Staudenmaier as a part of the world." This example of
illustrated the way that starting prayer desolation and realization drove home
from a geographically concrete point Staudenmaier's advice on prayer and
and continuing from there can help to on "paying attention to your emotions,
lead you to what is important in your where you are, and where you aren't."
life. This is, for Staudenmaier, the secFor Staudenmaier, the most useful
ond part of prayer; finding a place "in type of prayer is prayer ground~d in
your heart where you must pay atten- one's geographical circumstances
tion now." He referred not only to the which leads you to a place of spirituai
location of your body, but also of the significance. Prayer which can be "bitspiritual destination of your prayer, in ter or even painful" but which leads
you "to find where you are now and
a geographical sense.
~en I find my way to the place I where you're called to be next."
desire to be, I will stay there until I am
After Staudenmaier concluded, Dr.
satisfied, Ignatius Loyola said." John Kane, professor of religious
Staudenmaier advised the audience to studies, asked Staudenmaier about the
"leave a little space in your expecta- Ignatian practice of reading the
tions" and to "try to be 'surprise-able."'
Many
times
when
praying,
Staudenmaier explained, people find
themselves somewhere very different
from where they thought they would
be.
See Staudenmaier on next page
"Prayer is not always successful, as
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Yunus from front page
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One particular female, he recounted, was given such space through a
scholarship program funded by
Grameen Bank. She is now a doctor.
"But her mother could have been a
doctor," Yunus reminded the audience.
"Her grandmother could have been a
doctor. They didn't have the opportunity."
"I call them bonsai people," he
explained. Originally a Japanese tradition, bonsai trees are small tree sculptures cultured from seeds of naturally
large trees. Yunus compared the bonsai's limited space to grow to the
opportunities of those in poverty.
"There's nothing wrong with the
seed," he said. "Society just never gave
them a space to grow."
Yunus believes that like "microcredit," big things are possible from simple
beginnings. And "social business" is
another way to expand those opportunities. He further explains this concept
in his latest book, Creating a World
Without Poverty: Social Business and
the Future of Capitalism.
"It makes sense," he emphasized.
"Business is the means. The end is
doing good," he said.
Yunus and Grameen Bank were
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in
2006. At the reception, Fr. Michael J.
Sheeran, S.J., president of Regis
University, also honored Yunus with
an honorary degree.

scriptures and imaginatively putting
yourself in the scene. Kane wondered
how that kind of 'geographical stretching' relates to the ideas shared by
Staudenmaier.
In response, Staudenmaier
described the value of placing yourself
in the scriptures in that "spending time
with the accounts of Jesus' life" brings
one closer to understanding Christ's
invitation to fall in love with the world.
Staudenmaier then asked the audience to realize that "Jesus was born in
an occupied land of brutally poor people," which he compared to Rwanda or
El Salvador today. "To follow where
Jesus went in the gospels challenges
those of us who live in a much more
comfortable world," Staudenmaier
added.
Next, an 85-year old woman from
the community spoke of the difficulty
she faced in the months of January and
February due to the suicide of her
mother, the passing of her father, and
the deaths of both her first and second
husbands in these months. She spoke
of becoming depressed and feeling
more serious and conscious at this
time of the year.
Staudenmaier advised the woman to
pray and "be attentive to grief' stating
that "this time of the year can be one of
particular intimacy with God." Her
desolation made her "more accessible
to God" in Staudenmaier's eyes, and he

I TUESDAY, MARCH 18, 2008
admonished the cultural tendency to
"back off or avoid rather than to
receive those things that make us tired
or bitter."
Marco Tulia Gomez, S.J., an immigrant from Guatemala and teacher at
neighboring Arrupe Jesuit High

"It's always good to ask
if there is sorrow in your
life you are trying to
avoid."

Norma Anderson, Rrst female Majority Leader of the
Colorado House of Representatives and Colorado Senate

Jennifer Kraska, Executive Director of the Colorado Catholic
Conference

For more information contact
Kari Kloos at 303.964.5733 or
email kkloos@regis.edu.

Panel to address
"Women in
Politics"

Elbra Wedgeworth, Former Denver City Council President
and cumint PresidenUChair of the Denver 2008 Convention Host
Committee
Faith Winter, National Reid Director of The White House
Project and Westminster City Councilperson
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Staudenmaier added. "It's always good
to ask if there is sorrow in your life you
are trying to avoid."
Staudenmaier ended the night's discussion by speaking of the structure of
Ignatian spirituality and bow it "starts
with getting your own house in order,"
meaning to pray for yourself and find
grace in your own life before "following
Christ to labor for the healing of the
world." The Ignatian attitude is one of
transforming an individual "from caring for themselves to caring for the
world- out oflove."
A podcast version of Thursday
night's lecture is available at
www.udmercy.edu/ mission
Staudenmeier also recommended
Creighton University's
Online Retreat for Everyday Life:
http:/ /www.creighton.edu/Collabora
tiveMinistry/cmo-retreat.html

School, was able to relate with
Staudenmaier's struggle with the
American culture. Now living in
Denver and soon to be ordained a
priest, Gomez realizes be has been
"able to find God in very different
places" and "to be surprised by God."
One of the more difficult questions
Staudenmaier faced was offered by a
woman from the community who
asked if depression could always be
seen as 'desolation' in the spiritual
sense or if sometimes depression was
simply depression. "Should the
responses be different?" asked the
woman.
"Sometimes depression is depres- Emily Sloan
sion" and medication is the answer, as Staff Reporter
in cases of biological imbalances,
Staudenmaier responded. "You ought
2008 has been a significant political
to not try too quickly to get over things year for women, particularly with a
that cause you grief and stress."
female candidate in the presidential
"To follow Jesus is to go to very race. Nonetheless, Dr. Kari Kloos,
tough places in the world," assistant professor of Religious
Studies, believes women's current
place in politics is not fully understood.
The media tends to simplify women
and assume that women align on most
issues, said Kloos. Thus, in response
to such generalizations of women, but
more importantly to celebrate
Women's History Month, Kloos organized "Women in Politics: A panel discussion with diverse voices."
The panel will take place tonight at 7
p.m. in the Mountain View Room of
the ALC. There will be four women
from Colorado, all of whom participated in or ran various organizations.
The women will discuss two themes
addressing "bow do women make their
voices heard?" and "what difference
does it make when women participate
in politics?" Kloos explained.
Because of the significant societal
shifts happening today, Kloos hopes
students "[will] become interested and
participate in politics," and realize the
"variety and difference women bring to
politics."

7-8:30 pm • Tuesday, March 18
Mountain View Room, ALC
Pan I members:

Highlander 3

Sponsored by Women's Studies
in celebration of
Women's Histo,y Month

The panelists:
Norma Anderson, Former
Majority Leader of the Colorado
Senate: Anderson served in the
Colorado General Assembly, in the
House and Senate, for nearly 20 years.
Jennifer Kraska, Executive
Director of the Colorado Catholic
Conference: Kraska, who was recently
appointed to the position, interacts
with the Colorado legislature.
Elbra Wedgeworth, Former
Denver City Council President:
Wedgeworth grew up in the Denver
area and has been influential in the
City and County of Denver since 1989.
Recently, she pitched and secured
Denver as the host city of the
Democratic National Convention.
Faith Wmter, National Field
Director of The White House Project
and Westminster City Councilwoman:
Winter is heavily involved with issues
concerning the Westminster area, and
also participates in the The White
House Project, which encourages and
attempts to advance women in leadership positions.
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Super delegates probably
don't try to save the day
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Jen Janes
Opinions Editor

es and primaries? The seemingly obvious contradiction in my concern woke
me from my CNN stupor and quickly I
Opinions Editor
jumped to Comedy Central.
I was greeted by the smiling oblong
I hate CNN. And
it's
not
just face of Johnny Stewart and, within the
because their topic half-hour, my concern was addressed.
headlines
are Oddly enough, that night Stewart
ridiculous or mis- interviewed Tom Daschle, the senator
......"-'-----' leading, or the fact for South Dakota (my home state), and
that they can interview anyone for any- discussed the senator's ulterior title of
thing, broadcast it to millions, and, no super delegate. Daschle, who is a
matter how lurid or crude the conver- democrat (yes, yes-we're a foolhardy
sation, expect seniority in the world of republican state, he's a democrat, no
broadcast journalism; rather, my dis- one really understands), explained
like stems from their relentless battle that he endorsed Barack Obama,
to make the news entertaining. News, although SD has not yet voted in the
when it is stripped of its bows and rib- primaries: "I can be who I want to be
bons, is generally, rather dull. And yet, for," Daschle explained. After a
that's the redeeming quality of news. momentary pause, Stewart retorted: "I
When I watch the news, I want to be thought you had to wait to see what
informed quickly and efficiently and I South Dakota wanted to do and then
don't want to be schmoozed with tell them, 'I'm sorry, my friends, I'm
"heart-warming" stories about Susie Q. with Barack Obama.'" (I can already
and her intelligent pet squirrel. (Sorry, hear those South Dakotans moaning
kid, I just don't care.) I want to be now...guess who they want for presibored for a good 5-10 minutes and dent.) And yet, Daschle continued, he
doesn't have to wait for South Dakota;
then I want to move on with my life.

Jac que li n e
Kharouf

f

f

Public transportation and
public molestation

1

And so as I sat there, completely absorbed by the simple
beauty of a touch screen diorama of the United States, my
next question was: so then what is the point in conducting caucuses and primaries?
CNN is endlessly boring and still
tries to make the news fun, using
flashy graphics, really attractive news
anchors (who act as though they are
pretty big deals), and familiar faces
Oike celebrities) to suck people to their
televisions for hours.
Thus, it shouldn't surprise you that I
get my news from the stirringly ironic
antics of Mr. Jon Stewart and his Royal
Highness Stephen Colbert. Not only
are their shows built on news that has
actually happened, their shows take
CNN's tactics up quite a few notches,
all while making the news actually
entertaining and still poking fun at
that cable news tycoon. (The sarcastic
fans of brutal satire and irony salute
you, comrades!)
But, my dear friends, all this ranting
and raving is not without a point. As I
wallowed in self-loathing after my parents induced the Spring Break Guilt
Trip of the Century, I flipped on CNN
to get my 5-10 minutes of what I hoped
would be dry, boring news. Instead, I
was enticed (subliminally) to watch an
entire hour of an election special
report. The report, which featured
fancy interactive models and touch
screens, introduced a concept I had not
known about the Democratic Party:
super delegates. According to the USA
Today article, "'Super delegates' could
hold key to nomination," super delegates are "made up largely of
Democratic National Committee
(DNC) members and current and former elected officials [who] could well
decide the outcome of the race if neither Clinton nor Obama captures the
2,025 delegates needed to secure the
nomination before the convention."
Thus these delegates (there are about
796) hold greater nomination power
and could, by rallying together to
endorse a candidate, nominate the
candidate only they want to win.
And so as I sat there, completely
absorbed by the simple beauty of a
touch screen diorama of the United
States, my next question was: so then
what is the point in conducting caucus-

he can, frankly, do whatever he wants.
"Why do they do this?" Stewart asked,
frowning. "It seems like such an odd
thing for the Democratic Party to dothe party, as they sometimes say, of the
people."
The idea behind super delegates,
Daschle said, was to prevent unqualified candidates from entering the race
(thus potentially pulling votes from the
more qualified candidates) and, too, in
the event of a neck-and-neck race like
this year, super delegates can come
together and vote for the candidate the
people seem to support more.
But who do we support more?
According to various CNN graphics,
Clinton and Obama are pretty closeso close that in order for one of them to
win, the delegates will have to rally
behind one. In the USA Today article,
the author interviewed Harold Ickes, a
member of DNC and a super delegate,
who commented on the importance of
these high-rollers: "Ickes, who heads
Clinton's super-delegate effort, said
these party regulars deserve their say.
'It's not like we dropped in from Mars
and are going to hijack the election,'
said Ickes."
But why not? Could it be in their
best interest to put all their chips on
one candidate in order to, eventually,
secure the presidency, just like it is in
CNN's best interest to hype-up the
news with gadgets and catchy taglines
in order to get higher viewing ratings?
I think the solution is fairly obvious-if you can't beat them, you can
always, always, make fun of
them ... and, like any true South
Dakotan, you can still vote for the
Republican frog.

Sources:
Schouten, Fredreka. "'Super delegates' could
hold key to nomination." USA Today, Feb. 12,
2008. Retrieved from Lexis Nexis Academic
Mar. 15, 2008.
Stewart, Jon. "The Daily Show with Jon
Stewart." Episode air date Mar. 6, 2008;
retrieved online at <www.indecision2oo8.com>.

Now that we
have fancy new
free bus passes, it
saddens me that so
few people are willing to use them.
The general answer
I get for it is a combination of confusion and fear.
Whenever I have to break off a conversation to run and catch my bus at the
end of the day, the person I've been
speaking to reminds me to avoid
molestation by the public transportation freaks. The truth is that, in my
year and some change relying completely on public transportation, I have
encountered my share of freaks, but
never any dangerous ones.
If you are afraid of freaks on a bus,
take heart, because the arguably
freakiest bus in Denver is the 15,
which, not surprisingly, runs up and
down Colfax. It is nearly always crowded to standing room only, and believe
me, you will be rubbing body parts
with some of the city's less favorable
specimens. Once, as I was taking the
15 home from my local post office, with
a large package balanced in my awkwardly-jutting arms, I bumped into a
somber gentleman who seems to have
thought he was Samuel L. Jackson.
You can imagine how that went.
I have learned valuable life lessons
while riding the bus. For example, who
knew that, had Snoop Dogg not graduated from high school, he would currently be making far less money, and
have much fewer hos than he currently
does? Also, I never would have known
that babies should not eat Doritos.
Furthermore, some fair patrons of The
Ride have informed me that pyramid
schemes are, in fact, lucrative, granting
19-year-olds enough of a fortune to
retire by their early twenties and live
off the interest. My ignorant naivete

formerly would have told me that PYI'amid schemes are the opposite oflucrative, but now my eyes are open d
Riding the bus has also altered my
image. Apparently, the obese drunk
guys ri~g !11e 31 downtown at I:oo
a.m. think I m the hottest thing that
ever walked the planet. It is trul
amazing what a keg or two can do f:r
other people's self-esteem.
So far, the only person on the bus
I've ever wanted to pepper spray is the
lady who spritzes me with perfume
every morning. I guess she's trying to
give me a hint, and I don't like it. I
smell fine. Cigarettes and dryer sheets
are not only suitable for my tastes, but
happen to be my signature scent.
Thank you very much. Maybe I don't
want to smell like a lily flower with a
hint of rose. Who came up with those
scents anyway? Perfume is like juice stick to one fruit or flower. If you want
to smell like lilies, smell like lilies. If
you want to smell like roses, smell like
roses. But for the love of God, there is
no need to mix them. Roses and lilies
do not cross over to the other side of
the flower bed to copulate in a bottle.
They are separate flowers. Get over it.
The same goes for fruit juices. Orange
juice is good. Grape juice is good. But
please don't give me any of that applemango-kiwi crap. If I could only
express this sentiment on the bus, life
would be a lot better ... as long as I didn't get thrown off.
In the end, people on the bus are
decent. They may be freaky downtown
late at night, but they aren't dangerous. If you can figure out the schedule,
by all means, use your passes. It will
save you money, and give you some
extra time to do homework, assuming
you don't get carsick. If anything, riding the bus is a free show, and ultimately, it is priceless, because if you
pay just a little bit of attention, you can
learn from hundreds of people's mistakes and never have to make them on
your own.

;If~

got
opinions?
SUBMIT YOUR THOUGHTS IN A
500-600 WORD ESSAY TO
highlandersubs@gmail.com
The/!igbhlander does not except anonymous submissions Entries should be
sen tn y 7 p.m. every Saturday for consideration.
.

OPINIONS

Why haven't people gotten the
memo on voting?
Maribeth Waldrep
Opinions Writer

Just last week I had the opportunity
to observe how people responded
when asked whether they were registered to vote. After watching students
bypassing the registration table in the
Student Center for various reasons, I

No thank you? They weren't offering trays of hors d'oem.Tes or free
makeup samples! They were asking if
you had decided to fully participate in
your government or not! It's not something you should politely decline. It's
not something that should really even
be an option.
Yes, part of being an American is

At least pretend it's important, so maybe one
day you'll get around to voting. And if not, at
least provide a better response than "no
thank you."
recognized a few patterrts and got a tad
worked up about some of the excuses
given for not registering.
It was wonderful to see the people
who took the time to fill out their information and register, and how many
people genuinely seemed excited to
have an opportunity to do so. ·But for
some of the people who didn't, I was
shocked at their attitude and disinterest. For being a completely free, painless, and rapid process, you'd think
more people would choose to partake
in it. However, the response, or lack of
response, from some of the people
walking past the registration table was
truly astounding.
Of all the replies throughout the day,
I think my favorite was a man who
responded with a courteous "No, thank
you."

BREAKING DOWN THE
MARKET
Bear Stearns: OUCH!
Aaron B. Mejia

R USGA Director
ofFinance
From $170 to
The
Investment Bank
Bear Stearns fell
hard in stocks.
Late Friday,
$ 2,

having the right to choose. You do have
control over your own life, and if you
choose not to vote, you do have a right
to do that as a citizen of this country.
But at the same time, as a member
of this country, you shouldn't choose
not to vote. With people dying all over
the world to win the right to do the
same thing that you snub with disinterest on the way to lunch, you'd think
you'd realize the importance of it.
And even if you don't, at least you
could pretend. Now don't get me
wrong, I'm not encouraging people to
skip going to the ballots just because
they've registered. But at least give
yourself the option. At least pretend
it's important, so maybe one day you'll
get around to voting. And if not, at
least provide a better response than
"no thank you."

the most 'dog poo' of home loans in the
market; as a result, they took a gargantuan hit.
You see, when a home owner does
not pay their mortgage, banks like
Bear Stearns who own them have to
pay up in a round-about way. And
when you bundle thousands upon
thousands of these terrible loans
together, like banks do, you definitely
take the hit.
The Federal Reserve Bank and JP
Morgan had to bail out Bear Sterns for
an undisclosed amount last Friday.
Then early Monday, JP Morgan purchased Bear Stearns for $2 a share.
Bear Stearns and JP Morgan are
some of the biggest players in the
game. Had JP Morgan not helped Bear
out, the stock would have surely been
shoved off the markert.
So how does this affect the Regis
University student body? Fortunately,
the effect is positive.
In the short term, apartment rents
should remain relatively the same and
also, there will be cheap student loans
and cheaper stocks. But Sodexho
stays, sorry.
To prevent such a painful crisis from
occurring again, treasury secretary
Henry Paulson and the Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernake have
planned to purchase $200 billion of
the bad home loans from these banks.

In summary, it seems Bear Stearns purchased the most
'dog poo' of home loans in the market; as a result, they
took a gargantuan hit.
Bear Stearns was pinned against the
wall when realizing its worst fears
about their credit exposure: They
could not pay its debts and got
'screwed over' on others' (REPOs).
[For Finance and Econ majors, this
looks like a liquidity crisis]. In summary, it seems Bear Stearns purchased
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The final question is tough: Will this
be enough to save the stock market
and reinstate investor confidence?
Who knows. Fortune analysts have
underestimated the 'credit crunch' by
$50 billion thus far, so what believe
them this time? Hmm?

THE
8~-UI SHY
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Happy St. Patrick's Da)·!

It's

time to get your green on!
Luckily, for q;egetables, such as
myself, we «•ear our green all
year long... but you folks htlt'e to
take extra special care (especially if your htiir is slightly red in
color).
-Blando

Leprechauns steal
more than lucky
charms
Brigid O'Shaugnessy
Avocado Writer

Blando A1.·ocat the rotund, but humble, editor of the Squishy Avocado.

With St. Patrick's Day a day behind
her, Melanie McDougall is breathing
a much needed sigh of relief, "This
past Monday nearly killed me," she
explained while sipping calmly from
her venti caramel macchiato, no
whip. "Never trust little green men." Dear Lucky,
McDougall, with her ful] head of
I don't know what it is, but no
luscious ginger locks, was the victim
matter what, I always seem to have
of a recent St. Patrick's Day urban
horrible luck. Not even with big
myth. Reports of these "little green
stuff like winning the lottery, but
men,., better known as leprechauns,
with anything! The bus always
have surfaced throughout the seems to be out of service when I
Denver area, confounding police,
need to take it, kids spill on me, and
befuddling lovers of the holiday,
I always get flat tires when I'm
and, worst of all, belittling all the
already running late. Do you know
redheads in the neighborhood.
anything I could do to improve my
Matthew Brannagh, another redchances with Lady Luck?
haired survivor, explained his own
experience, 'These little guys in Thanks,
green suits and bowler hats just start Unlucky Larry
swa-rming like bright green lightning
bugs," he said, wiping a greasy hand
Dear Larry,
over his freckled forehead, "and then
First of all, I personally find that
there's a puff of green smoke and chasing after the rainbows makes
you wake up on the ground without a me forget all me troubles. But if you
. single penny or credit card ..,
are really worried, you should take
Apparently the leprechauns, which a nice vacation and come over to
have been described in a number of the Emerald Isle and search for a
ways from many different redpot of gold with me. If not, I'm sure
topped victims, only target individu- we could work out a way to help you
als with red or orange hair and usu- with your problems. Number one,
ally approach their victims in a tight- are you a good Irish lad? If not,
knit cluster or as a single being that
make sure to find yourself a nice
sings traditional Irish drinking tunes
Irish girl to hang around with.
and sloshes green colored beer on
Hopefully some of our good luck
the victim before stealing his or her will begin to rub off on you. Second,
wallet.
make sure to pick up some luc.k-y
.. Frankly, it's just ridiculous," said charms and keep them with you at
Irish beat cop Sean O'Flaherty.
all times. A shamrock, a rabbit's
'"We're being cosmetically stereo- foot, even a lucky penny \\ill do
typed by tiny fictional creatures wonders for you. I know I always
spawned by the weavers of Irish carry around me lucky charms to
lore!"' He said, fitting his blue cop avoid any such problems. If that
cap over his bushy red curls.
doesn't ,.,·ork, make sure to wear
With no immediate remedy in green at all times. I'll even let you
sight, police and local officials have borrow me top hat! May the Luck of
advised all red haired persons to the Irish be with you!
remain indoors after dark or to avoid
carrying money at night.
Love,
"If this is really true,"' said
Lucky
Sergeant Kelly of the Denver county
police department, "this is the most
......., idiatity theft scheme I've

Guest Advice
Column

, . . . . . .ed..
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PATTY SPRECCO

MAJOR: BIOLOGY
DEFENSE DATE: WEDNESDAY, MAJOR: SOCIOLOGY
APRIL 2, 2:30 P.M., ALC 5
DEFENSE DATE: TBD

CAITLIN HEALY

· By conducting intelligence tests and
then examining slices of the rats'
brains, Healy hoped to discover how
the amount of gray matter volume (the
information processing of neuron cell
bodies in the brain) related to the brain
structures of the individual rats. Healy
conducted three different intelligence
tests. The first was a response flexibility test, to test how quickly the rats
could find food in a chamber before
and after it was obstructed; the second
was a novelty test, in which the rat was
tested for the time spent with a newly
introduced item; and the third was a
reasoning test, designed essentially

With her thesis, "A Study of GFactor Intelligence in Correlation with
Gray Matter Volume, White Matter
Volume, and Neuron Density in the !tr:e; :::::~al~at::.ch each rat was
After these tests, Healy concluded
Cerebral Cortex," Caitlin Healy set off
that
the rats, which bad been inbred,
to study the correlation between inteltoo similar to demonstrate the
were
ligence and gray matter volume in the
correlation
between their gray matter
brain. And because such a study is
unethical to conduct with humans volume and g-factor intelligence.
(data must be collected from both cog- Healy concluded that although there
nitive tests, which could raise contro- were not significant differences, there
versy on IQ levels, and examination of is still need for further study of g-facslices of the brain tissue), Healy tested tor intelligence and brain structures.
the brain activity of 10 female rats.

Patty Sprecco, whose passion for
children led her to work with troubled children at Mount St. Vincent's home, chose to
look at how children are affected in our
country's criminal justice system. By looking at the history of the juvenile criminal
justice system throughout the years, as well
as its current methods of enforcement and
rehabilitation, Sprecco examined what
type of correctional system we really have
in our nation. She also offered a critical look at how our current system, which
often places children into adult prisons, works, and the effects it has on these
children. Sprecco's thesis offers alternatives to this method of rehabilitation, and
tracks the effects of these other types of programs on our society.

r----------------------------

JACQuELI NE sILVE RM AN

MAJOR: PHILOSOPHY
DEFENSE DATE: TUESDAY,
APRIL 15, 4:00 P.M., ALC 214

TARA Kl RKPATRICK

As a Biology major, Tara
Kirkpatrick knew researching
the health care industry would
be an interesting and informative choice for someone enter, ing the medical field. Therefore
her thesis offers an in-depth'
look at the way our nation's
health care system is currently
structured, and flaws within it that need to be addressed in the coming years.
One thing Kirkpatrick focuses on is our country's current view of health and
what it means to be sick, and bow this worldview affects our current care and
treatment of illness. She offers insight into our thinking about health care, as
well as ideas about bow to improve our overall wellness and our current methods of treatment.

MAJOR: BIOLOGY
DEFENSE DATE: TUESDAY, APRIL 8
4:00 P.M., ALC 214

Jacqueline Silverman developed
her thesis topic by simply asking one
question: Is the study of philosophy
useless for people in academia? As a
philosophy major, Silverman knew
philosophy was not useless for people
in academia. "So many people think it
is just about a bunch of dead white
guys, but it is so much more than that,"
she said. Silverman argues that in the
world of academia, every student and
professor uses critical thinking skills.
She looks at what critical thinking is
and the moral and religious traditions
involved in it. Silverman also refers to
Plato and Mill and their education of
philosophy and the reasons it is so
important in current academia. As if
proving the usefulness of philosophy
wasn't enough for Silverman, her thesis defense comes on her 21st birthday,
and "Abdicating the Philosopher King"
will be defended and celebrated at the
same time.

FEATURE

KYLE BURGARDT
MAJOR: POLITICAL SCIENCE
DEFENSE DATE: TUESDAY,
MARCH 18, 4:00 P.M., ALC 5
With a background in politics and
government policy, Kyle Burgardt
wanted to examine recommendations
of the 9/11 Commission to determine
what policies would actually work to
create a safer nation. Burgardt's work
with foreign policy after 9/11 is focused
on ways to prevent future attacks as
well as ways to better respond to any
hypothetical future attacks. With a
goal of one day seeing policies that
would actually help improve the safety
of America both domestically and
internationally, Burgardt used the 9/11
Commission Report as a primary
source of information about this subject.
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. Throughout history, the relationship between science and reli~on has been categorized from
glanngly controversial to mildly disa~eeable. In any case, and at any age,
this relationship has been noted for its
im~act o~ society and the ways in
which society discusses religion, science, and God. David Vranicar's thesis, e~title_d, delves into this complex
and histoncally engaging topic.
By examining the relationship
between theories of physics and
Christianity,
essentially,
how
C_hristianity was shaped by physics and
VICe versa, Vranicar hoped to demonstrate that history has reinforced the
interdependence of science and reli-

DAVID VRANICAR
MAJOR: PHILOSOPHY
DEFENSE DATE: MONDAY
APRIL 7, 2:30 P.M., ALC 5

Photo upon David Vranicar's request.

gion, where science has a significant
impact on society and the various ways
in which we talk about God. Vranicar
examined three periods of history as
marked by the mode of the relationship between science and religion. In
the first, denoted by Aristotle's
philosophies, Vranicar explored soci-

KATIE DAVIS

ety's understanding of the natural
world and the workings of the creator;
in the second period, centered around
the Enlightenment, Vranicar explained
how the mechanical view of the world
was manifest in a more mechanical
view of religion and the workings of a
supreme being; and then in the third
period, which Vranicar centered in the
modern era, he examined the new discoveries of physics and science which
pointed to an unpredictable universe
and, likewise, pointed to an unpredictable God-figure.

MAJOR: NEUROSCIENCE
DEFENSE DATE: 4:00 P.M.,
ALC 5
After studying abroad in the
Dominican Republic and working with
children with disabilities, Amy Nicola
decided to investigate quality of life
differences between disabled people in
our country and abroad. As a
Neuroscience major, Nicola has
worked with people with disabilities
before and noticed a drastic difference
in their care. In her thesis, Nicola
looked at factors that contribute to
these differences, the struggle these
people have, and what can be done to
improve their quality oflife. By looking
at the availability of treatments and
services for people with disabilities in
the US and overseas, Nicola chose to
compare and better understand why
life for these people was so different.

JEN JANES

MAJOR: ENGLISH
DEFENSE DATE: APRIL I0,
3:15 P.M., ALC 214

MAJOR: ENGLISH
DEFENSE DATE:
THURS., APRIL 4,

As an English major with minors
in ESL and Education, Katie Davis
hopes to be a high school English
Jen Janes's thesis topic came
teacher with an understanding and
about when she went to go see the latappreciation for the emerging diverest Texas Chainsaw Massacre prequel. "I just thought, 'I could
sity in America's schools. With her
write about this someday.' And so it happened" she said. Her thethesis, entitled "Stripping Away the
sis concerns the evolution of horror film monsters from the 1968
Multilingual
Society:
The
Night of the Living Dead all the way to today. Janes explained:
Implications of the English-Only
"This evolution took horror film monsters from otherworldly and
Movement," Davis explored this
unsympathetic beings to humans with understandable motives."
emerging diversity, examining the
She argues that human fears have gone from outward to inward,
current educational situation for stuand we fear ourselves more than anything else. Janes argues from
dents who have learned English as a
her Marxist perspective, saying that "this fear of ourselves mostly
second language and the current polapplies to our insatiable desire to consume." She takes special care
icy advocating English-only classes.
looking at The Texas Chainsaw Massacre because "it encompasses
Davis explained that as white stuall the recurring themes and symbols."
dents become more of a minority to
the influx of Hispanic students,
America's schools need to embrace
this linguistic diversity and instead of
advocating English-only classes,
schools should both encourage
Hispanic students to learn English
and grant them the ability to continue speaking and learning in their
native language.
When Stephanie Perez-Gomez made the decision to study
To research this topic, Davis read
abroad
in Valparaiso, Chile, she worried the experience would
various American research studies
her
little time to research her thesis. But, at the encourageleave
'.1Ild pulled from her own experience
ment
of
Dr.
Tom Bowie, director of the Honors program, Dr. Mary
m
.the classroom.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--1 Beth Callie, an assistant communication professor, and Dr.

2:30 P.M., AL( 214

STEPHANIE L. PEREZ-G6MEZ
MAJOR: COMMUNICATION, SPANISH
DEFENSE DATE: FALL 2008

Obdulia Castro, an assistant Spanish profes&or, Perez-Gomez combined her study abroad experience with her honors requirement,
creating a portfolio of her own development during her time
abroad: "I'm trying to dig in deeper to realize personal, cultural,
academic, and linguistic developments about myself that I had not
known before and studying abroad has helped me learn more
about myself as a daughter, friend, traveler, student, leader, and
Latina at Regis University."
Entitled Abroad in Chile: How ought "I" to Live?: A Before and
After Examination of a Student's Study Abroad Experience,
Perez-G6mez's thesis examines the cultural, personal, academic,
and linguistic effects she experienced and seeks to use her newfound personal understanding in order to answer the question:
"How ought we to live?"

GRAHAM
HUNT
MAJOR: SPANISH
DEFENSE DATE: TUESDAY,
MARCH 25, 4:00 P.M., ALC 214
After studying abroad in El Salvador, Graham
Hunt was drawn to the Jesuit martyr Ignacio
Ellacuria, who, before his murder in 1989, was
rector of the University of Central America in
San Salvador. Hunt explained bis .interest in
Ellacuria: "As a philosopher and theologian,
Ellacuria embraced a unique vision of reality
which impelled him toward a liberating praxis in
favor of the oppressed poor. This praxis made
itself manifest in his work as university rector;
this work, in turn, precipitated his assassination
at the hands of El Salvador's military- authorities." This appreciation for Ellacuria, furthermore, inspired Hunt to examine the role of the
university within its context of serving society: "I
am arguing that the university-if it is to be true
to its purpose of serving the greater society via
the search for knowledge-must, in the way
proper to the university, take as its ultimate horizon the deplorable state of marginality and
poverty in which the majority of humanity lives."
To research his topic, Hunt reviewed
Ellacuria's own writings on the university and
his "philosophy of historical reality." Hunt also
considered analysis of Ellacuria's work from
both El Salvadorian and American theologians
and philosophers, including The Ground
Beneath the Cross: The Theology of Ignacio
Ellacurfa by Fr. Kevin Burke, S.J., of the
Berkeley School of Theology.
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ELLA MULLEN WECKBAUGH
RELIGIOUS LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIPS
FOR REGIS COLLEGE UNDERGRADUATES

Each year the Religious Studies Deparlment awards Ella Mullen Weck11

baugh Scholarships to deserving students who demonstrate potenual ability in religious leadership. The amount of the scholarships varies from year to year, but M2l:
11

cally it is between $1,000.00 and $3,000.00. The scholarships are awarded only to
full-time Regis College undergraduates who were Colorado residents prior to enrollment at Regis.

Interested students should make applications in writing to Dr. John Kane, Chair
of the Religious Studies Deparlmen~ no later than April 7, 2008. The letter of application should discuss financial need, experience and plans related to religious leadership.

For more information, contact Dr. John Kane at the Religious Studies Oeparlment, Loyola Hall 32 (Telephone: 303.458.3514; E-Mail:jkane@regis.edu).
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RAMBLERS PERFORM HIT MUSICAL GREASE
Viktoria Stein
Staff Writer
The Regis Ramblers Theatre Troupe
presented the popular musical Grease
in the Regis Dining Hall last Thursday
through Saturday. The Science
Amphitheatre was used for the
Ramblers' production of Footloose last
year. The group performed the
"school" version of the play.
Many relatives, students, and members of the community came to watch
one of the four shows put on by the
group. Over a thousand total people
came to watch one of the four shows,
said freshman Joey Ruffini, who was
the spotlight operator and a part of the
stage crew. One show was put on
Thursday and Friday night, while two
shows were executed on Saturday.
The classic version, written by Jim
Jacobs and Warren Casey, first
appeared in 1971 and on February 14,
1972, as a Broadway production.
Grease has maintained a strong fan
base since then.
Several things were changed from
the more recognized movie version of
Grease, staring John Travolta and
Olivia Newton-John. For instance, the
song "We go together" plays at the end
of the movie, but appeared just before
the intermission and at the end of the
Ramblers' version.
The Ramblers dido't fail to gain a
large fan base as well.
"I liked the whole thing. I loved the
singing and dancing," said Jan Haley,
mother-in-law to be of Cairistona
Wood, playing leading character Sandy
Dumbrowski.
Many in the audience also appreciated the resourcefulness during
"Greased Lightin. "' of the tires for an

actual car. Laughs could be heard
throughout the entire song.
"It's a fun play. The vocals are very
good," said Dennis Lynch, uncle of
Kelly Gloyd, who played Betty Rizzo.
"I liked "Grease Lightin' .. . and the
grease lightning cars," added Lynch.
"I thought it was great and it gets
better and better every show. We've
(referring to her husband) seen every
one of them," said Allison Gustafson,
mother of Amanda Gustafson, who
played Jan.
"The cast has amazing talent,"
added Amanda's father, Randy.
Grease has been a "very intense
experience," said Zac Garthe, student
body president who played Sonny. He
explained how the usual three month
rehearsal time was cut to two months
,-..
_
Photo by \'iktori'!,Stein
this year. Nonetheless, Garthe couldn't
be happier with the outcome.
Leading actress, freshman Cairistona Wood (middle), played Sandy Drumbowski, Danny Zuko's
He described the whole cast as very "summer love."
energizetic, with some of the cast ready
to rehearse with memorized lines on
the first day.
"My favorite part I played was when
I said, 'I've got way better moves than
Zuko' and I hump everything on
stage." Garthe added, "My favorite part
of the play is in the movie theatre with
Sandy and Danny. Tony is funny."
Senior Tony Steacy played leading
man Danny Zuko, Sandy's romantic
interest.
Throughout the play, the audience
applauded the cast for their good acting and singing. But the crowd showed
their biggest appreciation with a
standing ovation.
~

Leading man, senior Tony Steacy (middle), played Danny Zuko. Along with the "Greasers " Zuko
'
"tells them more" of bis summer fling with Sandy.
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RELIVING A FLEETING
MOMENT IN TIME:
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HOROSCOPES

By Jen Janes, Jacqueline Kharouf, Jess Knapp, & Maribeth Waldrep
m-id'~

Denver Art Museum exhibits "Inspiring
Impressionism"

Capricorn
(Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
You will spend the
week recovering from
your traumatic St.
Patrick's Day experience: namely, the discovery that you
are not actually Irish.

Aquarius

Too much green has
actually made you
tum green this week.
Take advantage of it
though, instead of
dodging that girl who
you never called by
hiding behind a tree, simply just lie in
the grass and blend in. This will also
help you get a tan for spring time.

(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

Ed~uard M~et'! p~rtrait of ~erthe Morisot, one of the few female Impressionist

The stars have no idea
why you thought
,
green body paint
would be a good idea
for St. Patrick's Day, especially since
you selected a can of industrialstrength, oil-based exterior paint and
generously applied to your flesh in
two coats with a roller. After all, the
necessary turpentine bath required to
return you to your normal hue will
take two or three days and just be hell
on your complexion.

pamters. This pamting can be VIewed at the "Inspiring Impressionism" exhibit.

Maricor Coquia
Editor-in-Chief
Head up to the second floor, past the
dizzying view of flashing numbers and
abstract angles, toward perhaps, one of
the most stunning art exhibits to come
to Denver in years. Opening in late
February, "Inspiring Impressionism"
showcases 100 works of art, not only
~om the movement's biggest names,
mcluding Edouard Manet, Claude
Monet, and Paul Cezanne, but also of
the "Old Masters" that inspired their
work. The exhibit is set to continue
through May 25, 2008.
. "Nine years in the making, the ambitious _show contains 100 paintings and
drawmgs from 70 public and private
collections worldwide," writes Kyle
MacMillan, fine arts critic for The
Denver Post.
Arranged thematically by color, the
exhibit is well organized, with ample
room framing each piece, and with
plenty of walking space for visitors.
With strong, but simple bands of
color, visitors can easily compare the
works of an Impressionist to an "Old
Master." One example showcased at
the exhibit are some of Manet's works
th
a ~t were clearly inspired by French
. rtis~ Frans Hals and Spanish mannerISt Diego Velazquez.
Each wall juxtaposes an
Impressi_onist to his/her inspirer.
The light purple wall, for instance,
1DCated towards the back end of the

Despite popular myth, the
Impressionists did not "reject" classical or traditional forms of art. Rather,
they transformed their viewpoint and
philosophy of perspective. Rather than
emulate the historical figures of
Renaissance
themes,
the
Impressionists wanted to capture
modern Parisian life. Towards the end
of the 19th century, Paris was a
bustling mecca of artists and tourists

Aries
(Mar. 21-April 19)
Sometimes it's just
not a good idea to eat
anything that looks
even slightly green.
This week, oddly enough, you will find
the rule does not apply. However,
after you ingest several gallons of
green colored beer, you might feel
compelled to reconsider.

Taurus
(April 20-May 20)
Mary Cassatt, perhaps the only American
painter of the Impressionist movement,
is most lmown for her images around the
them of "mother and child." This image,
"The Family," featured in the exhibit, was
inspired by Italian Renaissance artist
Bernardino Luini,

~e~pite popular myth, the Impressionists did not
reJect" classical or traditional forms of art. Rather,
they transformed their viewpoint and philosophy of
perspective.
trschutz gallery, displays works by
Rary_ Cassatt and Pierre-August
en~tt, both of whom modernized the
class1c RenaISsance
·
theme of "mother
and
child"
· a brighter, bolder use
of c
with
1 and looser paint stroke.
isitprs are also provided with an
audiod .
out
eVI~ ..Many paintings throughof : e e~1b1t provide playful fact bits
me
~sts. Gallery guides recomn~ ':sitors listen to both the "adult"
aud children" sruppets.
·

;?~

alike.
The exhibit simply, but elegantly
captures this bustling energy through
the colorful wall arrangement and
kiosks that focus on the artists' brushwork.
Admission to the exhibit and the rest
of the museum is $15 for adults.
Groups over more than .15 and c~~dren can receive a special rate. V1s1t
www.denverartmuseum.com.

They say good things
-.,1
come in threes (actu,r"?.'.'.ltJlloi'T\.~..-. ally, whenever anything good happens
several times in quick secession, we
assign arbitrary numbers to an explanation that makes us feel, somehow,
"knowledgeable"). And this week,
when those three things happen, you
will also be lucky (and get
lucky...three times).

:a: 6cdrit

Gemini
(May 21-June 21)
As the festivities draw

•

to a close and you
slowly realize you still
•
h aven 't made a move
on the green-clad person of your
dreams, you will give him or her the
once-over and decide that green just
isn't their color.
r.

Cancer
(June 22-July 22)

<I

Leo
(July 23-Aug. 22)
With Mars approaching your house, this
week brings about the
urge to make war.
Try soothing yourself with a calming
cup of herbal tea. Although it smells
bad and tastes awful, by drinking it,
you are calming the inner sanctum
and avoiding another blow out with
your roommate.
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Unfortunately, the six bottles of Jager
with green food coloring have limited
your St. Patrick's Day memory to the
festive clovers adorning th-e Google
logo. The stars know what you did,
but instead of telling you, they will
post all the pictures they took of your
ridiculously drunk self on their cosmic
Facebook page.
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Virgo
(Aug. 23-Sept. 22)

Turning greeQ with
envy is never fun for
anyone, especially
you. This week, the
envy monster has nested inside you.
Try not to let your envy for your
friend's ice cream bar take hold of
you. If it completely controls you,
your friend could end up losing a
hand.

Libra
(Sept. 23-0ct. 23)
You may have thought
that the luck of the
Irish was with you
this week, but after
only receiving kisses from Bertha, the
cat woman next door, you begin to reevaluate your situation.

Scorpio

•

·•

(Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
After failing to set a
world record for the
amount of Guinness
chugged in a single
hour, you determine that you may be
forced to set a record for the most
successful amount of car dodging
done downtown in one night. Just
watch out for those buses!

Sagittarius
(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Thoroughly bruised
after failing to
embrace someone
else's heritage and
wear green on Monday, you decide to
research your own genealogy. Turns
out that even your gypsy great great
grandmother predicted that this week
would be painful. Wear green, or it
will be a hard way to learn not to go
against the tide too often.
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COMMUNITY/CAMPUS EVENTS
Tuesday,
March·18
Women's History Month
Don't miss the opportunity to
be informed, entertained, or
challenged in celebration of
Women's History Month!
Please check InSite for futher
details, including open classes
throughout the week. Some are
listed below:

"Wom en and War"
From 6 to 7:45 p.m. in the
Science Ampitheatre, several
Regis female faculty will
recount their experiences with
war. The event will be a powerful experience, and one for
fruitful discussion of important
ethical and psychological issues
regarding war.

"Women in Politics" Panel
There will be a panel in the
Mountain View Room (ALC) at
7 p.m., hosting some of
Colorado's most prominent
women leaders, including
Norma Anderson, former
majority leader of the Colorado
Senate, and Elbra Wedgeworth,
former Denver City Council
president.

Monday,
March31
"Gifts of Grief''
Screening
"Gifts of Grief' is a unique film
about loss and suffering, and
the possibilities of hope and a
new appreication of life. Come
view this beautiful fim tonight
at 6:30 p.m. in the Mountain

Medio (The Program for Peace
View Room (ALC). This is a
free event, sponsored by Garret and Development of
Magdalena Medio). For more
Lee Smith Suicide Prevention
imformation,
please contact TJ
Grant and Active Minds. The
Bowen at tbowne@regis.edu or
film lasts 52 minutes.
by phone at 303-458.4967.
Questions? Contact Sally
Spencer-Thomas at
303-458.4323 or at sspecThursday,
ncer@regis.edu.

April 10
Thursday,
April 3

Student Spring Research
Symposium

mediation. Space is limited.
RSVP by April 3rd to Kelly
Darby at kdarby@regis.edu.

Friday,
April 11
Faculty & Staff
Recognition Awards
Ceremony
Come and celebrate all Regis
employees and to honor the
recipients of length of service
and other special awards! The
doors will open for breakfast at
8:oo a.m. and the presentation
of awards will begin promptly
at 9:00 a.m. in the Field
House. If you are interested in
nominating a faculty or staff
member, please contact Kelly
Burton at kburton@regis.edu
or call x 4918. Nominations are
due Thursday, March 20, by 5
p.m.

Regis University students are
invited to submit extended
abstracts describing their curThe Board of Trustees of Regis rent research or scholarly work
University and Fr. Michael
within the Sciences,
Sheeran, S.J. invite all stuHumanities, or Arts for presendents, faculty, and staff to
tation at the Spring Student
attend the dedication ceremony Research & Scholarship
of the new science building, the Symposium. The goal of the
Felix Pomponio Family Science symposium is to provide stuCenter. The event will take
dents from Regis College, The
place outside at the west
Rueckert-Hartman School for
entrance of the building,
Health Professions, and The
weather pending. Otherwise,
School for Professional Studies
the event will move inside.
Sunday,
with an opportunity to share
RSVP to Mary Brozovich by
their original work with fellow
April 20
Tuesday, March 25 at
students, faculty, and the pubSpecial Olympic Soccer
303.458.3535 or at mbrolie in a multi-disciplinary setzovi@regis.edu.
Tournament
ting. Visit insite.regis.edu for
The Staff Advisory Council
guideline submissions.
Colombian Peacemaker
(SAC) is pleased to announce
Questions? Contact
that
the 6th Annual Special
to Speak
lpadgett@regis.edu
Olympic Soccer Tournament
Francisco de Roux, a Jesuit
Sabbath Evening of
will
be held on Sunday, April
who lives and works in
Reflection
Colombia, will speak in the St.
People of all spiritual traditions 20, 2008 on the Regis soccer
Francis Regis Chapel tonight at are welcome to attend this time fields. If you are interested in
volunteering, please contact
7 p.m. as part of the Catholic
of reflection (designed to help
Carmen Owens, volunteer
Speaker Series.Roux launched us pause in the midst of our
coordinator, at
an ambitious project to probusy schedules and create a
cowens@regis.edu
or for quesmote the economic and social
special time to rest and renew)
development of the region
from 6:oo - 9:00 p.m. in Main tions, contact Denise Copeland,
event chairperson, at
Magdalena Medio: La
Hall, room 333. Included in
dcopelan@regis.edu. Volunteer
Programa Por la Paz y el
this event are: a light supper,
are limited.
spots
Desarollo del Magdalena
quiet reflection, and guided

Science Center
Dedication
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Solution available at lcrazydad.com/sudoku. Look up Puzzle 43 under "Tough.•

All students, faculty, and staff who are passionate about
the environment are encouraged join SPEAK, and help
make Regis a more sustainable campus. SPEAK is dedicated to improving our communities by raising awareness of the issues that affect not only us and our neighborhoods, but our global society and futures.
Questions? Contact Zach Owens at ower1467@regis.edu

